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Introduction

Kumar [4] had a comparative study on the average performance
of Desi, Rhode Island Red and their crosses for their growth, age at
first egg, rate of lay, egg quality and many other economic characters
and found, using univariate comparisons, that for some characters Desi
were superior and for others the crossbreds. Since characters asso
ciated with growth, eggproduction and eggquality traits are important
in poultry, these must be considered together in making comparisons
among different genetic groups or in measuring genetic improvement
due to crossbreeding. This can be done by using the technique of
discriminant function in factorial experiment following multivariate
extension (Tatsuoka, [6] of weighted mean squares ANOVA (Yates,
[7]). The present study using such a technique estimates the genetic
improvement in poulty, through crossbreeding Desi with Rhode
Island Red (Details of the computation procedure are given in the
Appendix). The technique used here is more appropriate than that
used by Narain [5] in sheep by converting two factor (years and
genetic groups) experiment into single factor one by eliminating the
effects of other factor (years), which is not proper when the factors
may interact, so as to follow Fisher's [3] discriminant function
analysis with single factor experiment.

Material and Method—Data for the present study were taken
from the project 'Collection and evaluation of native fowl germ
plasm' running at Haryana Agricultural University, Hissar during the
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year 1966-71. In all 212 sets of records on growth, reproduction and
egg quality traits viz. day old body weight (Jj), 12 week old body
weight (Z2), age at first egg (Zs), rate of lay (A'4), egg weight (Xs),
and egg shape (Ze) as defined in Kumar [4] were taken from 99
Desi and 119 RIRxDesi (fi) chicks hatched in ten consecutive
seasons during the year 1968. The data for rale of lay being in
percentage was transformed into arc-sine. The data fell in 2X10
classifications based on genetic groups and season of hatching effects
with unequal cell frequencies and so genetic improvement in RIR X
Desi (fi) over Desi was obtained using the technique of modified
version of discriminant function in factorial experiment, and the
computational procedure developed for this study has been described
in Appendix.

Result. The discriminant function was obtained as ;

Z= -0.088Zi+0.007 Z2-O.OI8 Zs-f 0.010 ^4+0.497 Z5
+0.492X6 -(3)

and the eigen value for testing the significance of improvement was
computed as : A=0.242.

The estimated means of traits Xi, X2, X3, Xi, X5 and Xe for
Desi and RIR XDesi (Fi) crossbreds; and the improvement in
crossbreds over Desi along with its test statistic-f value were computed
following Yates [7] and are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Estimated means for different characters along ^uth compound value and
improvement in crossbreds over Desi

Trait

Day old body weight
(g): ^1

12 week old body
weight (g):

Age at first egg
(days):

Per cent rate of lay
(arc sine) : A'4

Egg weight (g):

Egg shape; X^
Compound value : Y

*♦ P<0.01

Mean values

Desi RIR X
Desi

32.51 32.70

533.16 589.23

209.76 203.66

34,41

47.16

72.59

56.59

36.06

50.23

74.24

59.53

Improvement

0.17

56.07

-6.10

1.65

3.07

1.65

2.84
(5%)

Calculated value

<1 -

10.684*» —

1.746 —

1.704 —

26.348**

9.602*» —

— 269.04"
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The compound values for Desi and crossbreds computed from
discriminant function (3) and mean values of traits; and so improve
ment in compound value along vi'ith its test statistic-X^ value obtained
from equation (2) {see Appendix) are also shown in the same table.

It is apparent from the table that crossbreeding with Rhode
Island Red caused significant improvement in growth trait, 12 week
body weight and egg quality traits, egg weight and egg shape; and
the improvement in overall performance was 2.84 (5%) which is
highly significant.

Summary

Advantage of crossbreeding Desi with Rhode Island Red has
been assessed here by estimating the measure of genetic improvement
based on economic characters (1) day old body weight, (2) 12 week
old body weight, (3) age at first egg, (4) rate of lay, (5) egg weight,
and (6) egg shape, using the technique of discriminant function in
non-orthogonal factorial experiment. The genetic improvement
obtained was highly significant. The study indicates that crossbree
ding Desi chicken with exotic Rhode Island Red is quite advan
tageous.
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Appendix

Computational Procedurefor Estimating Improvement in r(=2) Xc
non-orthogonalfactorial experiment withp traits

The problem of estimating the genetic improvoment based on
p traits is to estimate the difference in the average compound values
of two groups, and the average compound value of each group is
obtained by substituting the least square mean of each trait in the
discriminant function

y=fliA'i+fl2A'2+ -\-apXp •••(0

where F is a compound value and Xi, X2,...Xp are known p variables
and fli, are unknown coeflScients and can be determined by
estimating the eigen vector of W~^B, where W~^ is the inverse of
within groups SSCP matrix and B is the between groups SSCP
matrix each of order p.

To derive the requisite quantities in such a study for a r (-=2)X
c factorial experiment with unequal cell frequencies, we suppose
that «<j is the number of individuals in (/J)th cell and Xniiie{h=\,
2, ... p, i=l, 2,...r,;=L2,...c; and is the observation
oa hlh trait for the feth individual in the (/j')th cell. Let X,,i be the
mean of the /jth trait for nu individuals in (i,j)th cell.

The computation for estimating the group means for each trait
and the unknown coelBcient vector a={ai, az.-. ap) of (1) can be
carried out as follows :

Step 1. Compute the least square group means of h\h trait,
following Federer & Zelen (1966), as:

^ X„ij, with average number of
J

observations, «,=c/ ^
nilnu

J

Step 2. Compute the W, the within cell SSCP matrix as:

SSW.^di) SPWx^^i,^ ...SPWinU) *

W' SSW22W) ...SFWzpti,,

SSfVp^iij)
pxp
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where, and = are corrected sum
of squares and corrected sum of products of p traits respectively in
each 0'J)lh cell aad given as:

- nij

SSWnm5)-=

-k=l

and SPWnmiij)=

B=

and SPhm'

(s n
k

"ii

1
S Xinjjc S Xmilk
k k

k tUl

Step 3. Compute the between groups SSCP matrix as:

SSii SPi2 ... SPip

SSzz SPzp

SSpp
p^p

where, SShh a.nd SP^m =1, 2,...p) ar^ between groups sum of
squares aad sum of sum of products respectively of > traits which
can be estimated using Federer and Zelen (1966) as :

ss,,= c «, ^

-S"' X., X.hi

(S Xj,i S Hi Xmi)
i i

s
.i

m

where,

Xm and «< being available from step 1.

Step 4. Compute inverse of W matrix and postmultiply it by B
matrix so as to have W~^B. Find its non-zero eigen value Xand
vcctor a by following steps 5-7 if there are three or less traits,
otherwise compute it following iterative method given in steps 8-14.

Step 5. Find the non-zero eigen value from the characteristic
equation 1 W-^B - X/ j =0, / being p order unit matrix.

Step 6. Substitute the value of Ain {W-^B—\I) and find its
adjoint Adj {^W~^B—'Kl). Note that all columns of this adjoint
matrix are proportional to one other which offers a partial check on
the computions.

Step 7. Divide the elements of any column of adjoint matrix by
the square root of the sum of squares of these elements. The
jresulting elements are the elements of the vector a,
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Step 8. Take anyp dimensional Qg, say, as initial trial vector.
Step 9. Form the product fl(0)=Z)(i) vector, say.

Step 10. Divide ba) vcctor by its largest (in absolute value)
element and denote the result by a^) vector.

Step 11. Use fif(i) as the second trial vector and repeat steps 9
and 10 to obtain a(2) which then becomes the third trial vector.

Step 12. The foregoing cycle is repeated (iterated) until two
successive trial vectors, say a^^c) and a(k^i), are identical with a
specified number of decimal places.

Step 13. The number by which its+i) was divided in order to
get is the required eigen value X.

Step 14. Normalise the terminal trial vector a^k) to unity by
dividing it by the sum of squares of its elements. The result is
the required eigen vector a. Thus the discriminant function is
determined.

The compound values for each group can then be estimated by
substituting in equation (I) the estimates ofgroup means for for each
charatcter which can be obtained from step 1. The improvement
thus can be obtained as the difference in the compound values.

The test statistic for significance of improvement can be taken as:

F=-2.3026 fiV-rc+r-l-^'t^^ log Am ...(2)
where N= S and V is distributed approximately as a chi-square

i j

withpir-l) d.f; provided N-rc+r-l- ^is large (Bartlett,
1947).


